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IB PYP NEWS!
learner profile and Action Focus:

Inquirer
Participation
Caleb Greenwood is an authorized
International Baccalaureate (IB)
World School implementing the
Primary Years Program (PYP).
The International Baccalaureate® aims
to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and
caring young people who help to create
a better and more peaceful world
through intercultural understanding and
respect.
To this end the organization works with
schools, governments, and international
organizations to develop challenging
programmes of international education
and rigorous assessment.
These programmes encourage students
across the world to become active,
compassionate, and lifelong learners
who understand that other people, with
their differences, can also be right.

https://www.ibo.org/

Being
an
Inquirer
means
nurturing
our
curiosity
by
developing skills for inquiry and
research. It means we learn with
enthusiasm and sustain our love
of learning throughout life. This
idea of curiosity and enthusiasm
may result in Action in the form of
Participation – learning about a
problem or a cause may propel
you to learn more by participating
in a class or learning opportunity;
or it may move you to search out
an activity to show your support;
or it may even drive you to
become part of a group who
shares the same passion! Talk
with your family about what issues
and topics are Important to you all.
Then do some research together
and inquire about ways to Take
Action through Participation!

Participation in Action!
Caleb’s Riehl family recently took Action by
participating in the JDRF walk to raise money
for a cure for Type 1 diabetes. They rallied
their friends and family to raise $5300!
Way to Go, Riehl Family and Friends!

What is the IB learner profile?

-Inquirer Participation in Action-

The International Baccalaureate®
(IB) learner profile describes a
broad range of human capacities
and responsibilities that go beyond
academic success. They imply a
commitment to help all members of
the school community learn to
respect themselves, others and the
world around them.
IB learner profile

What is ACTION in the IB PYP?

Caleb 6th Graders Participate in the
Loaves & Fishes Breakfast
Program to Feed the Homeless
On the Veteran’s Day Holiday, 5th and 6th grade students at Caleb Greenwood
participated in the Loaves & Fishes Breakfast Program. Sacramento Loaves and
Fishes offers a daily breakfast program where guests experiencing
homelessness and/or food insecurity can gather for breakfast and coffee. This
program only exists and occurs through the generous donations from
volunteers.
Thank you, 5th and 6th grade families, Miss Cole and Parent Jill Olmstead, for
organizing, collecting donations, and participating in the distribution of
breakfast. If you would like to learn more about Loaves and Fishes and what you
can do to support homelessness and food insecurity in our community, please
visit the Loaves and Fishes website: https://sacloaves.org/

Way to Take Action through Participation, IB Learners and Families!

In the PYP, action is both an
application of learning and an
opportunity for students to engage
in a form of contribution or service.
It is integral to PYP learning and to
the program’s overarching outcome
of international mindedness.

The learner profile &
ACTION Connection
Action, the learner profile, and
international mindedness work
hand in hand to strengthen
students’ confidence in their
capacity to make a positive change
in the world. Student-initiated
action will be considered a dynamic
outcome of a student’s learning
and an active demonstration of the
learner profile attributes. Each
month we will focus on a learner
profile attribute and how it
connects and nurtures a child’s
disposition towards Action.

